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Diffusion tensor imaging of white matter 
pathology in the mouse brain

  review

Diffusion tensor imaging has been increasingly used for studying white matter pathology in rodent models 
of neurological diseases. Here, applications of diffusion tensor imaging in detecting major and subtle 
white matter pathology in the mouse CNS are reviewed, followed by several technical details that may 
be helpful in designing studies that involve diffusion tensor imaging of rodent brain and spinal cord.
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Over the past two decades, with the develop
ment of modern gene technology, it has become 
increasingly popular to use rodent models for 
studying neurological diseases and testing novel 
treatments. Rodent models enable us to examine 
detailed neuropathology and study the genetic 
control of disease processes. While histology has 
been the standard tool for neuropathology, its 
invasiveness hinders longitudinal studies that are 
critical for defining spatial and temporal charac
teristics of disease processes. It is also difficult to 
use histology to perform comprehensive ana lysis 
of neuropathology. For example, quantification 
of axonal density and lesion volume using his
tology can be labor intensive and time consum
ing. Quantitative noninvasive imaging markers 
that can measure the extent and progression of 
neuropathology are desirable. Since white mat
ter (WM) pathology is the hallmark of several 
neurological diseases, (e.g., multiple sclerosis), 
and is directly linked to functional deficits, 
imaging WM pathology in rodent models is an 
important area of research with the potential to 
be translated to the clinics. 

MRI is an ideal imaging modality for exam
ining WM pathology noninvasively. It can be 
applied longitudinally and provides an array 
of tissue contrasts that are sensitive to several 
aspects of WM pathology. T

1
/T

2
 MRI and mag

netization transfer imaging have been used to 
visualize inflammation and disrupted myelin in 
the brain and spinal cord. Diffusion tensor imag
ing (DTI), a mature MRI technique, has been 
demonstrated to be sensitive to injured WM [1–3]. 
DTI measures the extent of water molecule dif
fusion along multiple axes and fits the measure
ments to a tensor model [4]. A diffusion tensor is a 
3 × 3 symmetric matrix, from which three eigen
values (l

1
, l

2
, and l

3
, in descending order) and 

their corresponding eigenvectors (v
1
, v

2
, and v

3
) 

can be computed. The eigenvalues are the appar
ent diffusion coefficients along the three ortho
gonal axes defined by the eigenvectors. From the 
three eigenvalues, mean diffusivity and various 
measures of diffusion anisotropy can be calcu
lated at each pixel [5]. The eigenvector associated 
with the largest eigenvalue is called the primary 
eigenvector, which indicates the primary axis of 
water diffusion. Differences in diffusivity, dif
fusion anisotropy, and the primary axis of water 
diffusion between different tissue structures 
form the basic DTI contrasts. These contrasts 
are unique because they reflect the organization 
and conditions of WM microstructures, and the 
structural information encoded by them is com
plementary to conventional magnetic resonance 
(MR) modalities. For example, diffusion anisot
ropy has been shown to reflect the existence of 
axonal tracts and the degree of myelination [6], 
and the primary axis of water diffusion can be 
used to reconstruct the trajectories of major WM 
tracts [7–10]. The unique DTI contrasts are also 
useful for delineating WM structures in unmy
elinated or demyelinated WM structures, which 
are difficult with conventional T

1
 and T

2
 MRIs. 

This has been demonstrated in embryonic mouse 
brains and demyelinated/dysmyelinated mouse 
brains [11–13]. It should be noted that the dif
fusion tensor model is a simplified model and 
can not resolve multiple intravoxel fiber direc
tions. To overcome this problem, various data 
acquisition and postprocessing approaches have 
been proposed, such as diffusion spectrum imag
ing, Qball imaging and high angular resolu
tion diffusion [14–18]. These approaches come, 
however, with a price in terms of imaging time, 
signaltonoise ratio and difficulties in reducing 
motion and eddycurrentrelated artifacts.
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In the following sections, applications of DTI 
in detecting major and subtle WM pathology in 
rodent CNS are reviewed, followed by several 
technical details that may be helpful in design
ing studies that involve DTI of the rodent brain 
and spinal cord.

dTI reveals normal & abnormal  
wM tracts
Several DTI contrasts are useful for studying 
WM pathology in rodent models of neuro logical 
diseases. Figure 1 shows the appearance of the 
mouse corpus callosum (CC) in T

2
weighted, 

magnetization transfer ratio (MTR), and several 
DTIderived images. The CC is the most prom
inent of the WM structures in these images. The 
T

2
weighted and MTR images show that the 

CC has lower T
2
 and higher MTR than the sur

rounding cortex. The contrasts between gray and 
WM structures in these two images are related 
to the presence of myelin, as un myelinated WM 
structures are often difficult to resolve from 
gray matter in T

2
 and MTR images. Fractional 

aniso tropy (FA; a unitless measure of diffusion 
anisotropy), parallel diffusivity (l║, also called 
axial diffusivity), and perpendicular diffusiv
ity (l

┴
, also called radial diffusivity) [19] are 

derived from the estimated diffusion tensor at 
each pixel. In the FA image, the CC is brighter 
than the cortex, which indicates higher diffu
sion anisotropy in the CC than in the cortex. 
Parallel and perpendicular diffusivities measure 
the extent of water diffusion along or perpen
dicular to the primary diffusion orientation 
(defined by the primary eigenvector of the esti
mated diffusion tensor). Since primary diffusion 

orientation in WM regions often co incide with 
the underlying trajectory of axonal tracts, par
allel and perpendicular diffusivities are often 
referred to as diffusivity along or perpendicular 
to the axonal tracts, respectively. In a normal 
mouse brain (Figure 1), para llel diffusivity in the 
CC is higher than those in the cortex, while per
pendicular diffusivity in the CC is lower than 
in the cortex. These results suggest that water 
diffusion in the CC is less restricted or hindered 
along the axonal fibers than in the cortex and 
more restricted or hindered perpendicular to the 
axonal fibers than in the cortex. It is necessary 
to note that parallel and perpendicular diffusivi
ties can only be reliably obtained for the prolate 
tensor (l

1
>>l

2
 and l

3
), with a clearly defined 

primary axis of water diffusion. In the mouse 
brain, most normal WM regions have a pro
late shaped tensor, but special attention should 
be paid to regions with crossing or branching 
axonal fibers and injured WM regions to ensure 
the condition is satisfied. 

The above DTIbased measurements and 
DTI tractography can be used to monitor 
changes in WM tract morphology. In the 
peripheral nervous system, DTI tractography 
and FA have been used to study nerve degenera
tion and regeneration [20,21]. In the CNS, major 
brain or spinal cord injuries (e.g., trauma [22,23] 
or stroke [24,25] and brain tumor [26]) can lead to 
severe WM injury and can be detected by DTI 
and visualized by tractography. DTI has also 
been used to study the extent of WM injury. 
Figure 2 shows serial axial sections of a rat spinal 
cord after moderate spinal cord injury. Using 
DTI, the extent of the WM injury in the spinal 
cord and lesion volume can be easily quantified. 
Note that in the dorsal column WM rostral to 
the site of injury, it is difficult to define the area 
of WM injury in the T

2
weighted and diffusion

weighted images, while the lesion can be easily 
delineated in DTI data. DTI is also useful for 
studying WM abnormalities in embryonic and 
neonatal animal models, in which the lack of 
myelination makes it difficult for conventional 
MRI to visualize the WM tract. Wang et al. have 
demonstrated the use of DTI to study abnor
mal WM tract formation in a knockout mouse 
model at embryonic stage [27]. Figure 3 compares 
T

2
weighted and diffusion tensor images of a 

shiverer mouse brain and a wildtype mouse 
brain. The shiverer mouse, which lacks effective 
myelination, is a commonly used mouse model 
of inherited myelin diseases. The T

2
weighted 

image of the shiverer mouse shows limited gray 
matter and WM contrast in the brain, whereas 
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Figure 1. In vivo axial T2-weighted, fractional anisotropy, parallel 
diffusivity and perpendicular diffusivity images of a mouse brain. 
The location of the CC is indicated by the white arrows. The unit for l|| and l^ is 
1 × 10–3 mm2/s.
CC: Corpus callosum; FA: Fractional anisotropy; MTR: Magnetization transfer ratio; 
T

2
-wt: T

2
-weighted.
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the FA image provides satisfactory contrasts for 
delineation of major WM structures. This use
ful property of DTI facilitates the tracking of 
structures of interest in studies of mouse models 
of myelin diseases.

dTI contrasts of axon  
& myelin pathology
Although DTI is widely used today, the con
trast mechanisms of DTI or diffusion MRI of 
WM tissues are still not fully understood. The 
primary reason is that the WM tissues have 
multiple structures capable of influencing dif
fusion MRI signals [6] and WM pathology often 
involves more than one structure. For example, 
axon and myelin are tightly coupled function
ally and physiologically, and both axon mem
brane and myelin sheath can act as barriers to 
water diffusion perpendicular to the long axis of 
axons. Since injuries to the axon will inevitably 
lead to injuries to the myelin, and vice versa, it is 
difficult to separate the effect of axon and myelin 
on diffusion MRI signals. In addition, there are 
numerous miniature structures inside the axon 
that may affect water molecule diffusion, para
llel or perpendicular to the long axis of axons [6]. 
Furthermore, the MRI signals we measured in 
diffusion MRI or DTI include contributions 
from both intracellular (axon) and extracellu
lar (between axons) spaces [6]. All these factors 
may affect the sensitivity of DTI/diffusion MRI 

for detecting pathological changes, because 
these factors may counteract each other. For 
example, certain pathological conditions (e.g., 
axon degeneration or demyelination) may create 
new barriers for diffusion, as in axonal beading, 
while at the same time clear certain barriers, as 
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Figure 2. Ex vivo axial T2-weighted, diffusion-weighted, fractional 
anisotropy, parallel diffusivity and perpendicular diffusivity images of a rat 
spinal cord after traumatic injury. Slices from locations rostral to the injury, at 
the site of injury and caudal to the site of injury are shown. In the FA, l

||
 and 

l^images, white arrows indicate visible white matter injuries in the dorsal column. 
The unit for the parallel and perpendicular diffusivity is 1 × 10-3 cm2/s.
l||: Parallel diffusivity; l^: Perpendicular diffusivity; DW: Diffusion weighted; 
FA: Fractional anisotropy; T

2
-wt: T

2
-weighted.
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Figure 3. Mid-sagittal ex vivo T2-weighted and fractional anisotropy images acquired from 
a 4-week-old shiverer mouse brain (shiverer) and an age matched wild-type mouse brain 
(control). The white arrows indicate the locations of the corpus callosum in the two brain images. 
The lack of effective myelin in the shiverer mouse brain causes the lack of white matter–gray matter 
contrast in the T

2
-wt image. Diffusion tensor imaging, however, can reveal the location of the white 

matter in the shiverer mouse brain.
FA: Fractional anisotropy; T

2
-wt: T

2
-weighted.
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in demyelination. It is necessary to examine the 
relationship between DTI signals and patho
logical changes carefully before using the DTI 
signals as substitute markers. 

Several DTIbased measurements, such as 
the  previously mentioned FA, parallel diffu
sivity and perpendicular diffusivity, can poten
tially be used to measure the degree of axon and 
myelin pathology. Although there is no animal 
model with pure axon pathology or pure myelin 
pathology, the relationships between these DTI
based measurements and pathology have been 
examined in several animal models with rela
tively simple pathology. Table 1 summarizes the 
existing evidence on the relationships between 
axon and myelin pathology and changes in DTI 
signals. FA was widely used for detecting WM 
pathology, but lacks specific information of the 
underlying pathology. The potential of para llel 
and perpendicular diffusivities in providing 
more specific information on axon and myelin 
integrity was first demonstrated by Song et al. 
[19,28]. Several studies suggest that parallel dif
fusivity is sensitive to certain axonal injuries. 
Using a mouse retinal ischemia model, Sun 
et al. demonstrated that parallel diffusivity can 
sensitively detect acute injury of myelinated 
axons in the optic nerve, while T

2
 MRI shows 

no apparent change, owing to limited disrup
tions in myelin at similar stages [29]. In a rat 
spinal cord axotomy model, Zhang et al. demon
strated that parallel diffusivity was able to detect 
WM pathology, primarily axon degeneration, at 
3 days after axotomy [30]. Using the cuprizone
treated mouse model [31], in which the CC shows 
reliable demyelination and remyelination, Sun 
et al. showed that perpendicular diffusivity is 
sensitive to myelin injury [32]. It has also been 
demonstrated that FA, parallel and perpendicu
lar diffusivities are significantly correlated with 

several histological measurements of axonal and 
myelin injury [33,34]. However, several tissues 
remain to be investigated. For example, several 
reports suggested that parallel diffusivity was 
not sensitive to injuries to unmyelinated WM 
tracts [35] and it showed a ‘pseudonormalization’ 
when active clearance of axon/myelin debris 
was present [22]. Furthermore, the specificity 
of perpendicular diffusivity to myelin injury 
has not been firmly established, as increases in 
parallel diffusivity were reported after injury in 
un myelinated axons [35]. In models with more 
complex pathology, (e.g., spinal cord injury), 
Herrera et al. demonstrated that parallel dif
fusivity was not correlated with axonal damage 
[36]. Further studies on the relationships between 
the DTI parameters and axon and myelin patho
logy are necessary, and multi parameter (T

1
, T

2
, 

MTR and DTI) imaging may help to define the 
underlying pathology more accurately than any 
single modality.

Technical considerations
 n Imaging resolution is the key 

challenge in rodent DTI
Imaging resolution is a key factor to consider 
in designing a study involving rodent DTI. 
A mouse brain is approximately 1000times 
smaller than a human brain in term of the 
total volume. The current resolution of human 
brain DTI is approximately 1–2 mm per pixel. 
In order to keep relative resolution at the same 
level to resolve miniature rodent WM struc
tures, a resolution of 0.1–0.2 mm per pixel is 
required. Table 2 lists several DTI experiments 
and their imaging parameters. The best resolu
tion achieved for in vivo DTI is approximately 
0.1 × 0.1 × 0.5 mm [37], and the best resolu
tion achieved for ex vivo DTI is approximately 
0.05 × 0.05 × 0.05 mm [38,39]. 

Table 1. relationships between magnetic resonance signals and axon and myelin pathology based on 
existing reports. 

studies Primary pathology secondary pathology FA l|| l^ ref.

Retinal ischemia 
and axotomy

Acute axonal injury No clear myelin loss 
Myelin ovoids

Decrease Decrease Increase [19,29,30,53]

Cuprizone intoxication 
model and 
lysolecithin model

Demyelination Axonal injury No change Decrease then ‘pseudo 
normalization’†

Increase [32,33,54]

Remyelination No change No change Decrease

Brain and spinal 
cord injuries

Chronic axonal injury Myelin debris 
clears gradually

Decrease Decrease then ‘pseudo 
normalization’†

Increase [22,23,55,56]

†Indicates that the pathology or changes in magnetic resonance parameters have not been thoroughly investigated.
l||: Parallel diffusivity; l^: Perpendicular diffusivity; FA: Fractional anisotropy.
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Once the target resolution is set, the primary 
technical challenge in DTI of the rodent brain 
is to maintain satisfactory signaltonoise ratio 
at the target resolution. To achieve satisfac
tory signaltonoise ratio, most mouse brain 
DTI experiments were performed on high 
field systems (>4.7 Tesla). The disadvantage of 
a strong magnetic field is that it shortens tis
sue T

2
 while lengthening tissue T

1
. High field 

systems (>4.7 Tesla) also have more severe 
field in homogeneity problems than 1.5 Tesla 
and 3 Tesla systems. The short T

2
 and field 

in homogeneity make implementation of echo 
planar imaging type of acquisition, commonly 
used for clinical DTI, difficult on high field sys
tems. While most studies to date used spin echo 
or fast spin echo type of acquisition, mouse brain 
DTI experiments performed using multiple shot 
echo planar imaging have emerged and shown 
great potential [40]. 

 n In vivo DTI versus ex vivo DTI
Another issue that needs to be considered is the 
compatibility of in vivo and ex vivo DTI results. 
Both in vivo and ex vivo DTI have been used for 
studying rodent models. In vivo DTI can follow 
the same animal longitudinally, and the signals 
collected reflect axon and myelin microstruc
tures in live animals. In vivo DTI, however, has 
limited imaging resolution and is susceptible to 
artifacts associated with subject motion. Ex vivo 
DTI, on the other hand, provides much higher 
resolution than in vivo DTI, and is free of motion 
artifacts. The major disadvantage of ex vivo DTI 
is that the signals from postmortem specimens 

may not be accurate representations of the tissue 
structures in live animals, as fixation procedures 
may alter tissue microstructures, for example, 
the ratio of intracellular and extra cellular space 
and membrane permeability, which will result 
in differences in DTI signals measured in vivo 
and ex vivo. Shepherd et al. compared the effects 
of two widely used aldehyde fixative solutions 
on diffusion MR signals acquired from dis
sected rat cortical slices and found significant 
increased membrane permeability and decreased 
extra cellular space [41,42]. Sun et al. compared 
in vivo and ex vivo DTI data from normal and 
infracted mouse brains and found that while 
diffusivity values in fixed brain tissues were sig
nificantly reduced compared with live animals, 
relative anisotropy values in normal and injured 
WM structures remained unchanged after fixa
tion [19,43]. It remained unclear whether it is true 
for anisotropy and diffusivity measurements 
in injured WM. Figure 4 compares in vivo and 
ex vivo FA measured in the CC of mice treated 
with cuprizone. While in vivo and ex vivo FA 
are similar in the CC of normal mice (0 week), 
there were significant differences between in vivo 
and ex vivo FA measured in demyelinated CC 
(4–8 weeks). 

High-throughput ana lysis of DTI data
With modern MRI techniques, we can now 
acquire highresolution images longitudi
nally [44,45]. Analyzing such data often involves 
delineating regions of interest in multiple sub
ject data in order to examine changes in MR 
parameters or follow them over time. The 

Table 2. selected diffusion tensor imaging studies of mouse and rat brain or spinal cord. 

Author Applications resolution and imaging parameters ref.

Budde et al. Axon and myelin injury in mouse spinal cords in 
experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis 

0.078 × 0.078 × 1 mm, in vivo, 4.7 Tesla spectrometer, spin 
echo, D = 25 ms, d = 10 ms, b = 785 s/mm2. Total imaging 
time = 2 h

[37]

Sun et al. Axon and myelin degeneration in mouse brains 0.117 × 0.117 × 0.5 mm, in vivo, 4.7 Tesla spectrometer, spin 
echo, D = 25 ms, d = 10 ms, b = 768 s/mm2. Total imaging 
time = 3 h

[32]

Sizonenko et al. Early cortical injury in neonatal rat after hypoxic 
ischemic injury

0.125 × 0.125 × 0.5 mm, in vivo, 4.7 Tesla spectrometer, spin 
echo, D = 25 ms, d = 10 ms, b = 768 s/mm2. Total imaging 
time = 4 h

[57]

Ahren et al. Axon and myelin pathology in mouse spinal 
cords in spontaneously acquired experimental 
allergic encephalomyelitis

0.02 × 0.02 × 0.3 mm, ex vivo, 11.7 Tesla spectrometer, spin 
echo, D = 7.4 ms, d = 2 ms, b = 2000 s/mm2

[58]

Tyszka et al. White matter abnormalities in myelin-deficit 
shiverer mouse brains

0.08 × 0.08 × 0.08 mm, ex vivo, 11.7 Tesla spectrometer, spin 
echo, D = 5 ms, d = 3 ms, b = 1450 s/mm2

[12]

Mori et al.; 
Zhang et al.

Cortical and white matter development in 
embryonic mouse brains

0.08 × 0.08 × 0.08 mm, ex vivo, 9.4 Tesla spectrometer, spin 
echo, D = 12 ms, d = 5 ms, b = 1200 s/mm2. Total imaging 
time = 24 h

[59,60]

Note that the diffusion times (D) in these experiments (-10 ms) are much shorter than in clinical diffusion tensor imaging (-80 ms) because of the short T
2
 in 

high field.
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procedure is time consuming and is susceptible 
to operator bias. One potential solution is to 
use image registration and mapping techniques 
and MRIbased rodent brain atlases to perform 
automated ana lysis. Several MRIbased mouse 
brain atlases and image registration techniques 
have been published [46–51]. These atlases can 
serve as the common platform for image ana lysis 
and integration of MRI and histological data 
for more detailed ana lysis. Our group has been 
working on the creation of a DTIbased mouse 
brain atlas [39] and its applications. Although 
direct mapping of diffusion tensor data is not 
straightforward and requires additional pro
cedures to ensure the consistency of tensor 

data [52], diffusion tensor derived scalar measure
ments (e.g., mean diffusivity, FA, parallel and 
perpendicular diffusivities) can be transformed 
directly. The rich tissue contrast provided by 
DTI allows better delineation of various ana
tomical structures inside the brain than con
ventional T

1
 and T

2
 MRI. The rich tissue con

trasts provided by DTI enable accurate mapping 
because the contrasts remain relatively consistent 
in demyelinated/dysmyelinated structures. 

In 2006, Tyszka et al. demonstrated the use of 
image mapping techniques and DTI in studying 
the phenotypes of the shiverer mouse brain [12]. 
In their study, voxelbased ana lysis revealed 
changes in apparent diffusion constant, parallel 
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Figure 4. differences between in vivo and ex vivo diffusion tensor imaging in detecting 
myelin pathology. (A) Axial in vivo and ex vivo fractional anisotropy images of cuprizone-treated 
mouse brains at 0 week (before treatment) and 4 and 6 weeks after treatment. White arrows indicate 
the corpus callosum. The in vivo images were acquired with a b-value of 800 s/cm2. The ex vivo 
images were acquired with a b-value of 1500 s/cm2 and the temperature of the specimen maintained 
at 37°C. (B) The lower graph shows fractional anisotropy values of the corpus callosum measured 
in vivo and ex vivo at four different time points (n = 5 at each time point).
*p < 0.05.
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and perpendicular diffusivities in major WM 
tracts and several other brain regions. Figure 5 

shows an example of using DTI and image map
ping techniques to trace demyeliantion and axo
nal injury in cuprizonetreated mice. In vivo T

2
, 

MT and diffusion tensor images were acquired 
and spatially normalized to a mouse brain atlas 
and averaged (n ≥ 5 at each time point). At the 
4week time point, a hyperintense T

2
 signal 

was found in the caudal CC. Parallel diffusiv
ity in the same region showed a slight decrease, 
while perpendicular diffusivity showed a slight 
increase. At the 6week time point, the T

2
 sig

nal in the caudal CC reduced from its 4week 
peak, but remained higher than the baseline 
level. Parallel diffusivity in the CC returned to 
its baseline level while perpendicular diffusivity 
remained elevated. No apparent change in FA 
was detected. As all images have been spatially 
normalized, values from individual mouse brain 
images can be obtained via common regions 
of interest defined in the atlas images. This 
approach ensured that the definitions of regions 
of interest were consistent for different subjects, 

and therefore removed operator bias. Changes 
detected in T

2
, MTR, parallel and perpendicu

lar diffusivities in the caudal CC (Figure 5b) are 
consistent with existing reports. Histological 
data from existing reports show that there is 
progressive demyelination and axonal injury at 
the 4week and 6week time points, and inflam
mation at the 4week time point (microglia data 
now shown). Figure 5C shows maps of difference in 
parallel and perpendicular diffusivities, between 
the baseline and the 4week and 6week time 
points. With DTI and image mapping tech
niques, it is possible to track the changes in MR 
signals at each pixel efficiently. 

Conclusion
Even though DTI is now a routine procedure in 
clinics, DTI of rodent brains and spinal cords 
have just started in the last few years. This review 
describes the existing applications and technical 
considerations of DTI for study of WM injury 
in rodent models. With the recent availability 
of high field animal imaging instruments and 
advances in gradient and shimming systems, 
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Figure 5. An example of using image mapping techniques to trace axon and myelin pathology in cuprizone-treated mice. 
(A) Group averaged T

2
, FA, l

||
, l^ in the caudal corpus callosum in mice treated with 2% cuprizone at three time points. The dorsal part 

of the brain was enlarged to show the signal changes in the corpus callosum, with the whole brain T
2
 images shown in the top row. 

MR signal changes in the corpus callosum were indicated by arrows. (B) Mean T
2
, MTR, parallel and perpendicular diffusivities measured 

in the caudal corpus callosum at 0-week, 4-week and 6-week time points. (C) Maps of signal changes in parallel and perpendicular 
diffusivities obtained by subtracting the average 4-week and 6-week time point data from the average baseline data. The unit for l

||
 and 

l^ is mm2/s.
*Indicates significant difference with respect to the 0-week values (p < 0.05). 
l||: Parallel diffusivity; l^: Perpendicular diffusivity; FA: Fractional anisotropy; MR: Magnetic resonance; MTR: Magnetization transfer ratio.
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successful rodent DTIbased studies have been 
increasingly reported. Future advancements 
in this area will certainly benefit biomedical 
researchers in related fields.

Future perspective
In the next 5–10 years, DTI of rodent brain and 
the spinal cord will be able to achieve higher 
resolution with advanced imaging hardware, 
with ex vivo DTI likely to reach 20–30 µm, 
which is the approximate theoretical resolution 
limit. During the same time, our knowledge 
on the relationships between DTI signals and 

WM pathology will progress and result in more 
sensitive DTIbased markers for detecting and 
monitoring WM pathology.
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executive summary

Diffusion tensor imaging
 � Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a novel MRI technique that uses tissue water molecules to probe tissue microstructure. The contrast in a 

diffusion tensor image can reveal certain changes in tissue microstructures caused by pathological processes.
 � DTI is mostly used to visualize white matter (WM) structures.
 � Several DTI-derived markers can potentially be used to quantitatively measure the structural integrity of WM structures.

DTI of WM pathology in the mouse brain
 � Mouse models of human neurological diseases (e.g., multiple sclerosis) often involve WM pathology. Noninvasive detection of WM 

pathology in the mouse brain will facilitate studies using these models.
 � DTI can reveal gross anatomical changes in the WM structures.
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models, but more studies are needed because WM pathology is often complex.
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